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I. INTRODUCTION1

Q. Please state your name, occupation and business address.2

A. My name is John P. Carroll.  I am the President and Chief Executive Officer of the Kirk 3

Corporation (“Kirk”).  My business address is 201 Juniper Circle, Streamwood, Illinois, 4

60107.5

Q. Are you the same John Carroll who submitted Direct Testimony in this Docket? 6

A. Yes.7

Q. What is the purpose of your Rebuttal Testimony?8

A. The purpose of my Rebuttal Testimony is to respond to the various recommendations 9

suggested by Illinois Commerce Commission Staff.  In Rockwell Exhibit 6.0, Mr. Albach 10

will address Staff witness Everson’s proposed journal entry modification.  In Rockwell 11

Exhibit 7.0, Mr. Monie will identify minor corrections to his direct testimony.  Finally, in 12

Rockwell Exhibit 8.0, Mr. Lin will address the position of the Northern Moraine 13

Wastewater Reclamation District (“NoMo”) relative to the Clean Water Act.14

II. RESPONSE TO ILLINOIS COMMERCE COMMISSION STAFF15

Q. Have you reviewed the direct testimony of Staff witnesses Thomas Q. Smith, Janis 16

Freetly, Mike Luth, Mary H. Everson, and William R. Johnson?17

A. Yes.  Mr. Smith’s testimony is identified as Staff Exhibit 2.0, Ms. Freetly’s testimony is 18

identified as Staff Exhibit 3.0, Mr. Luth’s testimony is identified as Staff Exhibit 4.0, 19

Ms. Everson’s testimony is identified as Staff Exhibit 5.0, and Mr. Johnson’s testimony is 20

identified as Staff Exhibit 6.0.  Staff did not file an exhibit 1.0.21
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Q. Please address Mr. Smith’s testimony generally.22

A. Mr. Smith generally has concluded that Rockwell has met its burden in that there is a 23

need for the utility services Rockwell seeks to provide and that Rockwell has the ability 24

to manage, construct, and operate the systems.  Mr. Smith does make three 25

recommendations.  First, Mr. Smith requests a clarification of the legal description for the 26

area Rockwell seeks to serve.  Second, he recommends a modification to Rockwell’s 27

Rules, Regulation and Conditions of Service.  Third, Mr. Smith proposes that Rockwell 28

be directed to file an unaccounted-for water tariff.29

Q. Mr. Smith recommends that Rockwell either file a complete correct metes and30

bounds legal description of the area for which the company is requesting 31

certification or clarify where in the record a correct legal description can be found.  32

(Staff Ex. 2.0, lns. 172-77).  Please respond.33

A. As Mr. Smith notes, clarification is in order.  Generally speaking, the area to be serviced 34

by Rockwell includes: Rockwell Place Neighborhood A1 Phase 1, Parcels 1 and 2; 35

Neighborhood A1 Phase 2; Rockwell Place Neighborhood A2 Phase 1, Parcels 1 and 2; 36

Rockwell Place Neighborhood A2 Phase 2; Rockwell Place Neighborhood A3, parcels 1 37

and 2; Rockwell Place Neighborhood A4; Commercial Parcels; Remainder Parcel; and 38

the Clubhouse Parcel.  The full legal description for the service territory and a map is 39

attached as JPC-5.1.  To aid in identifying each parcel and its legal description, the 40

common descriptions used above have been made apart of JPC-5.1.  There are no 41

changes to the map provided in Rockwell’s Revised Amended Petition; rather it is being 42

provided simply as a matter of convenience.43
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Q. Please describe Mr. Smith’s proposed modification to Rockwell’s Rules, Regulations 44

and Conditions of Service.45

A. Mr. Smith correctly points out that in the Water and Sewer Service Agreement between 46

Rockwell and Rockwell Place, LLC (“RWP”), RWP has agreed to construct and 47

contribute mains without refund from Rockwell.  Mr. Smith acknowledges that 48

Rockwell’s customers will benefit because contribution of mains by the developer will 49

result in reduced rate base.  Based on this benefit to customers and the fact that RWP is 50

an affiliate of Rockwell, Mr. Smith concludes that the provisions for main extension in 51

the Water and Sewer Service Agreement as applied to RWP are reasonable and should be 52

approved.53

With regard to future developers, Mr. Smith recommends that main extensions be 54

performed in accordance with rules he proposes for incorporation into Rockwell’s Rules, 55

Regulations and Conditions of Service.  The rules he proposes are consistent with 83 Ill. 56

Adm. Code § 600.370, and would require Rockwell to make certain refunds to 57

developers.  Thus, ratepayers would not benefit from the reductions in rate base that 58

Rockwell’s agreed provisions for main extensions with RWP produces.  While Mr. Smith 59

states that Rockwell can request exemption from his proposed rules in the future if a 60

situation with a specific developer warrants, he cannot speculate at this time on what 61

facts may surround Rockwell’s relationships with possible future developers.62

Q. Does Rockwell have relationships in place with other existing developers other than 63

RWP that Mr. Smith has overlooked?64

A. Yes.  Rockwell does have other agreements in place wherein Lakemoor Building 65

Corporation, and JRC Lakemoor Investments Limited Partnership and JRC Lakemoor 66
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Development Company (collectively “Juipter”) have agreed to perform main extensions 67

on the same terms as RWP.  68

Q. Do you believe that these other existing arrangements are appropriate?69

A. Yes.  As with Rockwell’s agreement with RWP, ratepayers will benefit from the 70

previously negotiated arrangements because, as Mr. Smith notes, contributions of mains 71

with no refund provisions will reduce rate base to the benefit of customers.  Further, the 72

arrangements were negotiated with sophisticated third parties who should be completely 73

aware of the potential future main extensions of which they would be responsible as it is 74

those third parties who would be undertaking the development.  Accordingly, because 75

these developers have voluntarily agreed to contribute main extensions without refund, 76

and such action also serves to reduce rate base for the benefit of customers, it makes 77

sense to approve their previously agreed-to terms for main extension consistent with 78

RWP even though the developers are not affiliates.79

Q. Do other Staff witnesses recognize the benefit of contributions of main extensions 80

without refund?81

A. Yes.  Staff witness Janis Freetly states “since the developers will fund all additions to the 82

water and sewer systems without refund, the construction of new facilities will not have 83

adverse financial consequences for the utility or its customers.”  (Staff Ex. 3.0, lns. 101-84

04).85

Q. Would Rockwell agree with Mr. Smith’s recommended main extension rules for 86

incorporation into Rockwell’s Rules, Regulations and Conditions of Service in those 87
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instances where developers do not have pre-existing agreements in place to 88

contribute main extensions without refund?89

A. Yes.90

Q. How would you recommend that the Commission acknowledge Rockwell’s pre-91

existing agreements with existing developers while applying Mr. Smith’s proposed 92

terms for main extensions for possible future developers?93

A. I believe Rockwell’s Rules, Regulations and Condition of Service can be modified to 94

address both contingencies.  Should the Commission agree that consistent treatment is 95

warranted for all pre-existing main extension agreements, Mr. Smith’s proposed Rules, 96

Regulations and Conditions of Service - Water should be modified as follows:  The 97

preamble (first unlettered paragraph) under item 27, Extension of Mains, on Original 98

Sheet 25 should be replaced with:99

Main extensions made pursuant to an agreement(s) entered into 100
prior to the effective date of these Rules, Regulations and 101
Conditions of Service – Water shall be made in accordance with 102
the provisions of that prior agreement(s).  For main extensions 103
made pursuant to an application for such main extension and for 104
which no agreement has been entered into prior to the effective 105
date of these Rules, Regulations and Conditions of Service –106
Water, unless other terms and conditions are formally approved by 107
the Commission, the Company shall extend its water mains from 108
the end of existing mains on the following terms and conditions:109

Attached as Exhibit JPC-5.2 is a revised Rules, Regulations and Conditions of Service -110

Water that incorporates Mr. Smith’s changes proposed in his direct testimony as well as 111

the language above.112
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Similarly, to address the contingencies for sewer, Mr. Smith’s proposed Rules, 113

Regulations and Conditions of Service - Sewer, Paragraph X, Extension of Sewers, 114

Subparagraph A should be replaced with:115

Extensions of sewer service made pursuant to an agreement(s) 116
entered into prior to the effective date of these Rules, Regulations 117
and Conditions of Service – Sewer shall be made in accordance 118
with the provisions of that prior agreement(s).  For sewer service 119
extensions made pursuant to an application for such extension and 120
for which no agreement has been entered into prior to the effective 121
date of these Rules, Regulations and Conditions of Service –122
Sewer, unless other terms and conditions are formally approved by 123
the Commission, the Company shall extend its sewer service on 124
the following terms and conditions:125

Attached as Exhibit JPC-5.3 is a revised Rules, Regulations and Conditions of Service -126

Sewer that incorporates Mr. Smith’s changes proposed in his direct testimony as well as 127

the language above.128

Q. Does Mr. Smith make any additional recommendations?129

A. Yes.  Mr. Smith recommends that Rockwell be directed to file a tariff sheet providing 130

maximum unaccounted-for water.  Specifically, Mr. Smith recommends the adoption of 131

Staff Exhibit 2.0, Attachment 3, which sets the maximum unaccounted-for water at 15%.132

Q. What is Rockwell’s response to the maximum unaccounted-for water proposal?133

A. Rockwell accepts Mr. Smith’s maximum unaccounted-for water proposal and will file a 134

tariff sheet conforming to Staff Exhibit 2.0, Attachment 3, upon issuance of a Final Order 135

approving Rockwell’s Revised Amended Petition.136
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Q. You have reviewed the Direct Testimony of Janis Freetly, Staff Exhibit 3.0, correct?137

A. Yes.  Ms. Freetly concluded that Rockwell is capable of financing the operation and 138

maintenance of the water supply and sanitary sewer facilities without significant adverse 139

financial consequences for the utility or its customers.140

Q. With respect to Rockwell’s request for authorization to refinance all or a portion of 141

its debt, what is Ms. Freetly’s recommendation?142

A. While Ms. Freetly generally supports our intent to lower Rockwell’s debt service costs, 143

she stated the Commission needs to know more about (1) the amount of the refinance, 144

and (2) the intended use of the proceeds.  (Staff Ex. 3.0, ln. 88).145

Q. What is your response to Ms. Freetly’s statement that it likely would be more 146

burdensome if Rockwell had to re-file its request for authorization to refinance?147

A. It would not be the most efficient use of Staff’s or Rockwell’s resources if Rockwell had 148

to resubmit its request for re-finance authorization. 149

Q. What is the amount of the intended refinance?150

A. Rockwell asks for authority and the approval of the Commission to issue and sell bonds 151

in an amount not to exceed $3,200,000.  The exact terms of the bonds will be determined 152

on the basis of negotiations between Rockwell and (1) an underwriter or underwriters 153

who will purchase bonds from Rockwell pursuant to any underwriting or similar 154

agreement for resale, (2) an underwriter or underwriters who will enter into a distribution 155

agreement or similar agreement with Rockwell pursuant to which they will act as agents 156

for Rockwell in soliciting purchasers who will purchase bonds directly from Rockwell, or 157

(3) one or more purchaser who will purchase bonds directly from Rockwell pursuant to a 158
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bond purchase contract.  The terms, public offering and purchase price of the bonds will 159

depend on market conditions at the time of offering of such bonds.  It is expected that the 160

bonds (1) will be issued and sold not earlier than an Order approving Rockwell’s Revised 161

Amended Petition and not later than August 1, 2008, (2) will mature not less than one nor 162

more than 40 years from their date of original issue, (3) will bear interest at a rate not in 163

excess of 7.00%, (4) will be sold at a price, exclusive of accrued interest, of not less than 164

96% nor more than 103% of their aggregate principal amount, and (5) will contain such 165

optional, special, and mandatory redemption provisions as may be negotiated by 166

Rockwell.  167

Q. What is the intended use of the refinance proceeds?168

A. Rockwell will use the entirety of the proceeds from the sale or issuance of the bonds to 169

refinance its current debt to Kirk and pay related expenses.  Rockwell expects that it will 170

realize substantial savings by issuing lower cost bonds.  Refinancing its current debt will 171

allow Rockwell to take advantage of the current favorable interest rate environment.  172

Because 90% or more of the proposed issuance will be used for refinancing outstanding 173

indebtedness, Rockwell believes subsection (b) of Section 6-102 of the Public Utilities 174

Act (“PUA”) does not apply.  220 ILCS 5/6-102(b).175

Q. Earlier you stated that you have reviewed the Direct Testimony of Mike Luth, Staff 176

Exhibit 4.0?177

A. Yes.  I have reviewed his testimony.178
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Q. What is the import of Mr. Luth’s testimony?179

A. Mr. Luth recommends that Rockwell file a tariff sheet that specifies the rates customers 180

would pay should the Commission grant Rockwell’s Revised Amended Petition.181

Q. What is Rockwell’s response to Mr. Luth’s tariff recommendation?182

A. Within 5 days of the approval of Rockwell’s Revised Amended Petition, Rockwell agrees 183

to file a tariff sheet that specifies the rates to be paid by Rockwell customers. 184

Q. What is Rockwell currently charging its customers?185

A. Rockwell was authorized by the Commission to charge the rates that were in effect for 186

the Village of Island Lake on August 16, 2006.  Based on that Order, Rockwell is 187

charging the rates equivalent to those charged by the Village of Island Lake to its 188

customers on August 16, 2006.  The water rates are a monthly flat fee of $8 and $3.70 for 189

every 1,000 gallons of water used per dwelling unit.  The sewer rates are a monthly flat 190

fee of $22.16 per dwelling unit.  Information on Island Lake’s water rates were acquired 191

through both conversations with village employees and the use of the village’s website.   192

NoMo supplies sewer service for the Village of Island Lake.  It has confirmed that the 193

rates being charged by Rockwell are consistent with those in place on August 16, 2006.  194

(NoMo Ex. 1.0, p. 8, lns. 5-10).195

Q. Have you reviewed the Direct Testimony of Mary H. Everson, Staff Exhibit 5.0?196

A. Yes.  Ms. Everson sets forth recommendations within her testimony regarding journal 197

entries, post-order documentation, proposed modifications to the Affiliate Service 198

Agreement (“ASA”) between Rockwell and Kirk, and the approval of certain other 199

agreements.  For the most part, Rockwell agrees with Ms. Everson’s recommendations.200
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Q. What is Ms. Everson’s recommendation as it relates to accumulated depreciation on 201

the acquired plant?202

A. Ms. Everson recommends Rockwell’s journal entries be amended to separately identify 203

accumulated deprecation amounts for each plant account.  Ms. Everson provides a 204

Schedule 5.1 that reflects the change she recommends.205

Q. What is Rockwell’s response to Ms. Everson’s journal entry recommendation?206

A. Rockwell agrees with Ms. Everson’s recommendation and has included testimony within 207

the Rebuttal Testimony of Michael Albach that is consistent with the change identified in 208

Ms. Everson’s Schedule 5.1.209

Q. Does Ms. Everson make any other recommendations regarding journal entries?210

A. Yes.  Ms. Everson recommends that Rockwell file with the Chief Clerk of the 211

Commission, with a copy to the Manager of Accounting, copies of the actual journal 212

entries used to record this system within six months of the Commission’s Final Order in 213

this proceeding.  Rockwell agrees to Ms. Everson’s recommendation and will make the 214

filing.215

Q. What other recommendation does Ms. Everson make regarding financial 216

information?217

A. Until such time as the Commission approves permanent rates for Rockwell, Ms. Everson 218

recommends that Rockwell provide reports of actual financial information on the results 219

of its operations for the water and sewer systems.220

Q. Does Rockwell agree with Ms. Everson’s financial information reporting 221

recommendation?222
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A. Rockwell understands the basis for Ms. Everson’s recommendation and agrees to 223

semiannually provide a copy of actual financial information until such time as Rockwell 224

formally files for permanent rates.  This is slightly different than what Ms. Everson 225

recommends.  Rockwell’s modification to Ms. Everson’s recommendation is not intended 226

to relieve itself of its annual filing requirements, but is intended to eliminate the 227

inefficiency and burden of having to make additional financial information filings while a 228

proceeding to approve permanent rates is pending.  Further, while Ms. Everson makes no 229

specific recommendation as to the timing of the information filings, Rockwell would 230

recommend all informational filings be due within 3 months after the close of the 231

respective period.  Rockwell’s recommendation is consistent with the timing 232

requirements for annual filings as contained within the PUA.  220 ILCS 5/5-109.233

Q. Does Ms. Everson express concerns about Rockwell’s ASA and does she make any 234

recommendations to address those concerns?235

A. Ms. Everson is concerned Kirk may provide insufficient documentation of its charges for 236

services to Rockwell.  To address her concern, she recommends the following two 237

sentences be added to Section 2.2 of the ASA: “The documentation provided by Kirk to 238

Rockwell must show how Kirk determined the cost it is charging to Rockwell.  This 239

documentation must be maintained until the Illinois Commerce Commission sets 240

Rockwell’s rates in a rate proceeding.”  (Staff Ex. 5.0, lns. 165-68).  Rockwell believes 241

Ms. Everson’s concern stems from Rockwell’s response to Staff Data Request 242

MHE 1.01.  Perhaps Rockwell misconstrued the intent of MHE 1.01.  Rockwell’s 243

response to the data request was not intended to reflect how actual charges from Kirk to 244

Rockwell would be calculated but rather was intended to show how Rockwell would 245
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evaluate the reasonableness of charges.  Despite what Rockwell believes to be a 246

miscommunication, Rockwell agrees to the recommendation and will make the change to 247

the ASA.248

Q. Does Ms. Everson set forth other concerns with the ASA?249

A. Ms. Everson is concerned there may be some inconsistency between the ASA, and the 250

intention of Rockwell and Kirk regarding the method of billing to Rockwell.  (Staff 251

Ex. 5.0, lns. 174-75).  To address this concern she recommends that Kirk provide an 252

invoice to Rockwell with supporting documentation for charges from Kirk in accordance 253

with the language in Section 3.1 of the ASA.  (Id., lns. 181-83).  As indicated by 254

Rockwell in its response to Data Request MHE 1.03, and as noted by Ms. Everson, 255

Rockwell will employ whatever methodology preferred by Staff.  (Id., lns. 183-85).  256

Rockwell will, therefore, consistent with Staff’s preference, require an invoice from Kirk 257

rather than electronic journal entry.258

Ms. Everson also recommends a modification to Section 3.3 of the ASA.  Specifically, 259

she recommends adding the following sentence:  “In addition, Rockwell agrees to require 260

such information on affiliate transactions from Kirk when the information is recorded in 261

the books and records of Kirk and that information is requested by the Staff of the Illinois 262

Commerce Commission.”  (Id., lns. 209-13).  As Ms. Everson notes, Rockwell did advise 263

Staff in its response to MHE 1.02 that it would agree to request information from Kirk 264

when information related to services provided by Kirk is requested by Staff.  (Id., 265

lns. 201-07).  Ms. Everson’s suggested change to Section 3.3 of the ASA is consistent 266

with Rockwell previous response to MHE 1.02 and, like the recommended change to 267
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Section 2.2 of the ASA, will be incorporated into the ASA upon Commission approval of 268

Rockwell’s Revised Amended Petition.269

Q. Does Ms. Everson make a recommendation regarding the Operating Agreement 270

between Rockwell and Kirk?271

A. Yes.  She has reviewed the Operating Agreement and recommends its approval.  (Id., lns. 272

255-58, 333).273

Q. Does Ms. Everson make a recommendation regarding the Water and Sewer Service 274

Agreement between Rockwell and Rockwell Place, LLC?275

A. Yes.  She has reviewed the Water and Sewer Service Agreement and recommends its 276

approval subject to the resolution of the change proposed by Staff witness Mr. Smith.  277

(Id., lns. 273-76, 334-36).278

Q. You stated earlier that you have reviewed the Direct Testimony of William R. 279

Johnson, Staff Exhibit 6.0?280

A. Yes.  Mr. Johnson addresses Rockwell’s proposed depreciation rates and average service 281

lives for utility plant.282

Q. What did Mr. Johnson conclude?283

A. Mr. Johnson concluded that the composite average service life method employed by 284

Rockwell is consistent with the methodology employed by many other small Illinois 285

water and/or sewer utilities.  He recommends the Commission find Rockwell’s 286

methodology reasonable, approve it, and specifically apply: (1) a 10 year service life for 287

water meters; (2) a 50 year service life for all other utility plant applicable to Rockwell’s 288

water plant; and (3) a 50 year service life to Rockwell’s sewer plant.289
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Q. Do you have any comments on Mr. Johnson’s recommendation?290

A. No.291

III. CONCLUSION292

Q. Does this conclude your rebuttal testimony?293

A. Yes.294


